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TCAD principlesTCAD principles

 TCAD uses partial, differential equations describing charge 
carrier’s motion and interactions with the cristal  lattice in 
semiconductor  coupled to finite element method to simulate 
electrical parameters of the device.

 Finite element method use a linearized version of the transport 
equation to describe the problem in terms of linear system of 
equations that can be solved by linear algebra methods.

 Meshing : to obtain a solution of transport equation in an 
arbitrary geometry, we must subdivide the surface or volume in 
rectangular, triangular, pyramidal… sub-elements with small 
enough sizes that the solution is locally polynomial in the region.
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Basic equationsBasic equations
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Poisson’s 
equation 

It Relates  
variation in 
electrostatic 
potential to 
local charge 

densities

Continuity 
equation

Constitutive 
equations



Describe  the 
way electron 

and hole 
densities evolve 

as a result of 
transport, 

generation and 
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 is the electrostatic potential
E is the electric field
n, p are electron and hole concentration
J are electron and hole current densities
G are generation rates for electron and holes
R are combination rates for electrons and holes
 are mobilities
D Einstein relation
q is the electron charge

Drift diffusion model:Drift diffusion model:
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General framework of the device simulationGeneral framework of the device simulation



PhysicsPhysics

Physics Models

Mobility Concentration-dependent mobility (fit to 
experimental data), Parallel

field dependent mobility (fit to 
experimental saturation velocities)

Generation 
recombination and 

trapping

Modified concentration dependent
Shockley-Read-Hall

Generation/recombination (for treatment of 
defects)

Impact ionization Selberherr’s Impact ionization model

Tunnelling Band-to-band tunnelling, Trap-Assisted
tunnelling

Oxide physics Fowler-Nordheim tunnelling, interface 
charge accumulation
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Radiation damageRadiation damage
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Non-ionizing
Energy loss

Ionizing
Energy loss
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Irradiation simulations



Physics mechanismsPhysics mechanisms

 Impact ionization
◦ An impact ionization model “selberherr Model “ has been implemented in the 

generation rate of the drift diffusion equation: 

◦ Local generation rate of electrons/holes: G

If E inside the irradiated sensor is >100 KV/cm, some 
multiplication effects leading to increased Charge Collection is 
expected

 Trap to band tunneling
◦ This affect the lifetime of electrons and holes trapped in the defects in the 

bandgap of silicon;
◦ An increased field E in the bulk will bend the band gap of silicon modifying the 

energy levels of the  C conduction and V valence band;
◦ If the bending is sufficient, tunneling of the carriers trapped in the V or C band 

can occur, reducing the effective lifetime of the trapped carriers and thus 
contribute to the leakage current and to the generation rate term of the 
drift diffusion equation
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    is the number of electrons holes 

generated per carrier per unit distance 
travelled and is dependant of electric Fied
- An,p and Bn,p are determined 
experimentaly are function of the 
material

Irradiation simulations



TCAD Tool descriptionTCAD Tool description
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Atlas configurationAtlas configuration

 Starting point : Atlas present geometry
◦ Planar n+ in n design produced by CiS

◦ 16 Guard rings with overhanging metal

◦ 250 um thick DOFZ bulk

◦ 400 um x 500 um pixel cells

◦ Current pixel has been shown to work up 1.1 E15 
neq/cm

2    
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WorkWork on main on main sensorsensor candidates : ncandidates : n--inin--n and nn and n--inin--pp

 The first approach that 
was studied to reduce 
edge was to miminize the 
span of the GR structure 
and reduce the dead edge 
width 
◦ Reducing number of GR
100 micron edges 
What happens after 
irradiation 
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 We also performed simulation on 
n-in-p structure

 Two type of structure , large 
and small GR 



ReductionReduction of the of the numbernumber of of guardguard rings (ATLAS rings (ATLAS nn--inin--nn))
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Pixel Border edge

Pixel sidePixel side



ReductionReduction of the of the numbernumber of of guardguard rings (ATLAS rings (ATLAS nn--inin--nn))
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Weak probability of 
breakdown (4 GR)

Pixel Border edge

Electric field at 0,1 um under the GR, Vbias=500 V

~10 times less 
Than breakdow  limit



EdgeEdge widthwidth 300 300 umum
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300 um300 um

Depletion AreaDepletion Area

Guard rings

D

Cutting edge



Edge width (200 um)Edge width (200 um)
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Depletion AreaDepletion Area

200 um200 um

D

Cutting edge



EdgeEdge widthwidth (100 (100 umum))
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Depletion AreaDepletion Area

100 um100 um

Cutting edge
D

Conclusion : D region could be safely 
reduced to 100 um



EdgeEdge reductionreduction (All)(All)
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ATLAS LHC design, n+ on n

ATLAS Large guard Ring model, 9 GR,603 um, n+ GR on pixel side

(VBIAS = 50,100,200,300,400 V)

ATLAS  small guard Ring model, 17 GR, 577 um, n+ GR on pixel side

Cutting edge

Electron concentration at half depth

Atlas

50 

100

200
300

400

Conclusion : Minor influence of GR type on lateral depletionConclusion : Minor influence of GR type on lateral depletion



ThinningThinning of the of the sensorsensor
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Sensor thinning issueSensor thinning issue

Electric field at 1um under the pixel 

Vbias = 150 V

Conclusion : almost no influence on the GR electric field as function of 
sensor thickness “ field distribution is related to lateral  depletion
Conclusion : almost no influence on the GR electric field as function of 
sensor thickness “ field distribution is related to lateral  depletion



Good agreement between Experimental and Good agreement between Experimental and 
TCAD TCAD 18

Measurements performed by ATLAS  PPS group (U. Dortmund)

GR Potential versus measurementsGR Potential versus measurements

ATLAS standard structureATLAS standard structure

ATLAS PPS09 production



ExperimentalExperimental data (ATLAS PPS group)data (ATLAS PPS group)
ATLAS PPSU09 productionATLAS PPSU09 production
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Large GR structureLarge GR structure



ATLAS PPSU09 productionATLAS PPSU09 production
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Small GR structureSmall GR structure



SlimSlim edgeedge structurestructure
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0 neq/cm
2

1e 15 neq/cm
2

Ramo

Before irradiation, E Field distortion 
cause some charge collection loss

After irradiation, E Field distortion 
dissapear because of Space Charge 
Sign Inversion



nn--inin--n n irradiatedirradiated 2.5e15 2.5e15 neqneq
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Charge multiplication inCharge multiplication inCharge multiplication inCharge multiplication in
silicon planar sensorssilicon planar sensors

 Recent measurements 
performed on diode 
irradiated to sLHC fluence 
show anomalous charge 
collection that cannot be 
explained in terms of our 
present knowledge of 
irradiated sensors

 Use the radiation damage 
model in TCAD and include 
the impact ionization and 
trap-to-band tunnelling  
into the simulation to see if 
these physical effects can 
reproduce the observed 
behavior    
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Expected signal , thin and thick sensors



Electric field profilesElectric field profiles
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800V

1600V

1400V

2500V

Sensor can be biased to HV after irradiation without 
reaching hard breakdown allowing multiplication in the

high electric field produced by this bias

Electric field before hard junction breakdown.



Charge collection efficiencyCharge collection efficiency
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Unirradiated diode see not much difference if  TTBT and II 
are off. However, they both contribute to CCE after 

irradiation because of the presence of the > 200kV/cm field



SummarySummary

 TCAD offers a good tool to optimize 
geometrical parameters of the sensors 
(GR reduction, minimize dead region)

 It offers the opportunity
to find a physical explanation
or interpretation of charge 
collection amplification of heavily
irradiated sensors  

 Could have a transcient simulation of the 
device (luminous) and calculate charge 
deposition by ionization

 Give a mean to exploit new ideas (edgless)

 Knowing the process is the ultimate goal to 
make good quantitative simulation 

◦ SIMS , AFM methods, 

 More could be   
done! : 
◦ 3D simulator
◦ (under evaluation)
◦ Complex structures
◦ interpixel zones
punchtrough,  etc..
Innovate !! 
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n-in-p

No GR



Thank youThank you
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AfterAfter irradiation ? (irradiation ? (nn--inin--nn) ) 
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0 neq 5e14 neq

1e15 neq 5e15 neq
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NN--inin--PP irradiatedirradiated 1e15 1e15 neqneq
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LAL Diodes LAL Diodes beforebefore and and AfterAfter
Irradiation (Irradiation (nn--inin--pp herehere))
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Generation/RecombinationGeneration/Recombination

 Transient behaviour of traps
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Electron 
capture

Electron
emmission

Hole
capture

Hole
emmission

hole
capture

hole
emmission

electron
capture

electron
emmission

σ is trap capture cross-section


n
F
N

σn,p is trap capture cross-section
n,p is thermal velocity
ni  is intrinsic concentration
FtA,TD the probability of ionization
NtA,TD space charge density



GuardGuard ring structure ring structure 
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N-in-N pixel structure

n-in-n Pixel : GR on 
Backside 
n-in-n Pixel : GR on 
Backside 

N-in-P pixel: GR on pixel side N-in-P pixel: GR on pixel side 

D

 Planar pixel sensors: 



TCAD using SilvacoTCAD using SilvacoTMTM toolstools
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